
SNICKERS KISS

A commercial for Snickers candy bars launched in the Super Bowl broadcast was benched after its maker got
complaints that it was.

And the Mars boycott will probably be called for by some independent activist by tomorrow, I think. Still no
word from Snickers about the entire affair. Two car mechanics leaning over an engine find themselves
chewing on the opposite ends of a Snickers bar. And the Bears and the Colts gave their permission for their
players to be filmed reacting in horror to gay people. I give it one hour before the major gay groups weigh in
and accuse Snickers of promoting violence against gay men and lesbians. Related Inspiration Room posts. The
interviews with the players reacting to the gay kiss continue on and on. The TV ad in contention, After The
Kiss, and its online interactive site of the same name, are now officially off air and off line after complaints
about the negative behavior associated with gay sexuality. Something which is rather ironic, but not
surprising, consider the Colts are already in hot water for using their brand to fundraise for homophobic hate
groups. The ad is vaguely violent â€” better to die than be gay. Not all writers agreed with the interpretation of
the ad, with some saying it was the homophobic reactions that were supposed to be funny. On Tuesday,
Masterfoods what kind of a name for a company is that, by the way? Snickers is most satisfying. The ad in
question showed a mechanic eating a Snickers bar. Why â€” because the NFL gave its permission for its logo
to be on this Web site promoting violence against gays. Continuing Conversation In the meantime the
conversation continues. Wellâ€¦ Snickers has set up a Web site where you can view the ad that aired last night,
and you can watch recorded-live-on-video reactions of real Bears and Colts players watching and reacting to
the ad, and you can even watch the ad with 3 additional endings not shown on TV. The entire thing is
absolutely sickening. Gay rights groups , sports writers and bloggers were not amused, and called for the ad
and website to be pulled. They were gay-bashing for fun. A bit of background. Is portraying the apparently
excessive homophobia of a couple mechanics, or the actual homophobia of football players, the same as
endorsing homophobia? Why is this a problem? VFX were done at The Mill. You then vote on the three
endings and the most popular one will air during the Daytona  They find their lips accidentally meeting as the
Snickers bar is devoured. Editorial work was done at Cosmo Street. At the same time, free expression of
course allows demands? And the point behind this whole campaign? The spot featured two mechanics whose
lips accidentally meet, in a Lady and the Tramp-style kiss, as they both chow down on the same appetizing
candy bar.


